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goetzpartners’ Innovation Management Solutions
CREATING A SHARED VISION OF THE FUTURE AND INITIALIZING THE ORGANIZATIONAL MOMENTUM TO GET THERE 

Dr Peter Russo | Partner | Head of Innovation
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Our Values: We help business leaders to align around a shared vision of the future, 
and to create the organizational momentum to get there

Source: goetzpartners

IMPACT 
We are driven to help our 
clients succeed and openly 
share our methods to 
inspire and enable others to 
achieve similar outcomes
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COLLABORATION
We are teammates whose 
success is tied to that of our 
colleagues and clients. We 
listen attentively, respond 
quickly, and iterate often 
based on our collective 
views
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INTELLECTUAL 
CURIOSITY
We are motivated to find 
the truth, we get excited by 
new ideas – both our own 
and others – and strive 
to find practical ways to 
adapt, apply and improve 
them 
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INCLUSIVENESS
We are a community 
of diverse thinkers drawn 
from different backgrounds 
to apply ourselves to a 
common purpose, and 
we believe this diversity 
is a key contributor 
to our success

4 HUMILITY
We are confident in our 
abilities but avoid arrogance 
by accepting that our 
current knowledge/ 
capability is but a fraction 
of what we have yet to 
learn, discover and create
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UNLOCKING GROWTH 

THROUGH VALUE-

DRIVEN INNVOATION

INITIATIVE
We are change agents, 
encouraged, empowered 
and responsible for im-
proving the performance 
of our clients, our team-
mates, and the world 
around us
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What most of our clients occupies

When our clients are dealing with innovation, high uncertainty can be recognized across all 
industries

Source: goetzpartners

TYPICAL ISSUES ADDRESSED BY OUR CLIENTS

Innovation failures: Lack of satisfaction is always caused by multiple reasons. In detail, an deficient

fit between innovation strategy, process, portfolio management and innovation culture!!

„Is our business 

model fit for the 

future?“

„Are we still selling our 

current products in 

future?“

„Have I pursued the 

right ideas in the past 

or did I leave out at-

tractive opportunities?“

„Which ideas are 

worth to develop, 

which aren‘t?“

„It takes us too long 

to bring new 

products to 

market!“

„Are really the right 

persons in key 

positions of our inno-

vation process and do 

they have sufficient 

knowledge?“

„How can I support 

innovation 

enthusiasts?“

„What do I have to 

contribute as a CEO 

and how can I 

support?“

LESSON‘S LEARNED

 In times of disruption and digitalization, 
many clients link innovation with a high 
uncertainty

 Despite being in different industries, 
most of our clients share the same 
or similar issues

 Issues addressed by our clients can be 
divided into two groups: What do I make 
new und how do I do it?

 Can start-ups help to exploit new 
technologies?

 In a nutshell

- No innovation management systems 
equals another one

- Quality needs to be assessed always 

comprehensively
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The more the anticipated dramatic changes become obvious the less business leaders 
are convinced they are prepared for the upcoming future challenges

Source: Forbes; goetzpartners

93%

85%

35%

18%

Of executives say their 
company’s long-term 
success is dependent 
on the ability to innovate

Of executives in large 
companies expect they 
will need to more radically 
transform their business 
in the next five years

Of executives in large 
companies are confident
in their ability to success-
fully transform their orga-
nizations in the way needed

Of executives believe their 
own innovation strategy 
is delivering a competitive
advantage
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Our ambition is to help our clients unlocking new growth through innovation. 
We think strategically and act entrepreneurially at the same time

Source: goetzpartners

CREATE INNOVATION 
STRATEGIESPURPOSE & 

STRATEGY

GOVER-
NANCE

STRUCTURE 
& PRO-
CESSES

METHODS &
TOOLS

PEOPLE & 
CULTURE

COMMUNI-
CATION

PORTFOLIO
MANAG-
EMENT

COLLABO-
RATION

PILOT NEW
VENTURES

BUILD NEW
BUSINESS MODELS

DEVELOP INNO-
VATION CAPABILITIES

1

23

4

INNOVATION
ENGINE
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Innovation Strategies: The key to success is in creating a dual innovation strategy 
to manage both the CORE and the NEW through innovation at the same time

Source: goetzpartners

WHY? 

ANALYZE

IDEATE

REALIZE

Identify 

growth/

innovation gap

Understand how to 

bridge the gap

Develop strategic 

opportunity areas

Implement dual 

innovation strategy

Build a culture 

for change

TRANS-
FORMATION

A 

Reposition 

Today

Create 

Tomorrow

TRANS-
FORMATION

BCAPABILITY

LINK

Use Unique 

Assets

WHAT? HOW? 

1

2

3

Long-range planning or 
company’s strategic vision 

and mission

CORPORATE 
STRATEGY

Actionable areas 
of innovation that are aligned 

with company strategy

STRATEGIC 
OPPORTUNITY 

AREAS

Specific initiatives
within the SOA that

support and advance the 
business’ goals

BUSINESS 
CONCEPTS

G
R
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W

T
H

TIME

GROWTH TARGET

INNOVATION

GAP

CURRENT INNOVATION 

COURSE

NEARLY 3 OUT OF 4 Fortune 1,000 

have been replaced in the last 10 years

“What are my most 

needed innovation 

goals, tasks, and 

instruments?”

“What are strategic 

opportunity areas in 

adjacent and ‘white 

space’ markets” 

Mostly all incumbents face the innovation gap … … on managing core and new growth simultaneously …  Your roadmap towards a transformative innovation strategy!

… and by missing the right strategic opportunity areas!

1

Create a dual 

innovation 

strategy

… due to their inability to maintain dual attention …
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Innovation Capabilities: Eight innovation capabilities 
are driving your future basic growth

Source: goetzpartners

WHY? 

ANALYZE

IDEATE

REALIZE

In-deeply assess 

innovation 

readiness

Evaluate innovation 

performance and 

define your innovation 

purpose and strategy

Develop your 

individual 

innovation 

governance

Deduct your 

innovation processes 

and structures 

accordingly

Build an agile inno-

vation engine opera-

ting and culture model

Embed new engines into 

current and new business 

and start innovating in a 

new dimension

WHAT? HOW? 

1

2

3

The most difficult part of a Dual Transformation is … What’s missing is a system of enablers … Your roadmap towards a growth enabling innovation engine!

… and by missing the right strategic opportunity areas!

2

“What kind of capa-

bilities do we need 

to grow within and 

beyond our core 

business?”

“How to create or re-

new a culture of inno-

vation and the next 

generation of inno-

vation leaders?”

Purpose & Strategy

INNOVATION

CAPABILITIES

Communi-
cation

Governance

Structure & 
Processes

Portfolio 
Management

Collaboration

People & 
Culture

Methods & Tools

PURPOSE & 
STRATEGY

GOVER-
NANCE

STRUCTURE 
& PROCESSES

PEOPLE & 
CULTURE

Work out a strong purpose and 
create detailed goals, boundaries, 
tasks and instruments for 
innovation efforts

Define responsibilities, task, roles, 
budgets and timelines

Develop a robust innovation 
process detailing activities, inputs 
and outputs for each step in the 
innovation process 

Create or renew a culture 
of innovation with a shared vision, 
a world-class skill-set, 
and committed leadership

REPOSITION 
TODAY

CREATE 
TOMORROW

 Budget annually

 Seek group 

consensus

 Focus on numbers

 Punish deviations

 Work in con-

ference rooms

 Stage investment 

 Allow individual 

champions

 Focus on the story 

and team

 Expect deviations

 Experience 

the raw data

Trade-
Off

the wise use of the company’s skills and resources!
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Business Model Innovation: 
The key to unlocking exponential growth

Source: goetzpartners

WHY? 

ANALYZE

IDEATE

REALIZE

Rethink and ap-

prove your current 

business model

Understand important 

and unsatisfied 

customers’ jobs

Develop your  

customer value 

proposition (CVP)

Design a blueprint of 

an optimal business 

model to deliver the 

CVP

Develop, iterate and 

refine MVPs and deliver 

business cases

Integrate new business 

model through incubation 

and transition phases

WHAT? HOW? 

1

2

3

BM innovations outperform traditional innovations … … as with BMI we are moving into white spaces ... Your roadmap towards successful new business models!

… where assumptions are high and knowledge is low!

3

BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATORS earn an average 

premium that is more than four times greater than 

that enjoyed by product or process innovators

Process & product 

innovators

+6.8

Business model 

innovators

8.5

1.7

TSR Premium 
over industry 
peers (three 
year period)

LEADERSHIP TEAM does not really want 

a new business model

PRODUCT is king. 

Nothing else matters

ROGUES & RENEGADES get neither 

respect nor honor

(Poor Dogs)

White Space

(Business Model 

Innovation)

AdjacencyCore Business

Poor fit 

with cur-

rent orga-

nization

New or existing 

customers served 

in different ways 

Existing custo-

mers served in 

traditional ways

Good fit 

with cur-

rent orga-

nization

Value

Proposition

Value 

Chain

Revenue 

Model

What?

Who?

How?Why?

A BUSINESS MODEL INNOVATION introduces 

a new logic of how a company creates value 

by changing multiple dimensions of a business model

… but many companies fail at BMI …
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New Ventures: As a vehicle for innovation, corporate venturing 
is used to turn opportunities in new business areas into growing business

Source: goetzpartners

WHY? 

ANALYZE

IDEATE

REALIZE

Analyze and define 

the needs for cor-

porate ventures

Identify optimal 

structure to sup-port 

corporate venturing 

activities

Manage buy-side 

acquisition process  

(outside-in)

Manage spin-off 

process (inside-out)

Build MVPs and 

develop new 

venture (inside-out)

Scale promising 

new ventures

WHAT? HOW? 

1

2

3

CV aims for growth in non-core business segments … CV acts as a bridge between corporations and start-ups … Your roadmap towards new corporate ventures!

… and promotes inside-out as well as outside-in innovation!

4
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High potential 

for corporate 

venturing

Highly explorative innovations (covering new offerings 

and new markets) might warrant the usage of Corporate 

Venturing Activities

M
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VALUE PROPOSITION

… but, > 90% of CV programs miss their targets!

Lack of strategic integration 

and long-term definition of objectives

1

Deficient set-up of CV programs and 

support structures in the core business

2

Inadequate venturing processes 

(investment and management 

processes at portfolio companies)

3

Technologies

CORPORATIONS

START-UPS

CORPORATE
VENTURING

OUTSIDE-ININSIDE-OUT

 Generate internal 
infrastructure and 
platform to drive 
early stage 
innovation ideas

 Evaluate strategic fit 
with core and other 
innovation projects

 Start new ventures 
to develop break-
through innovations

 Identify innovation 
gaps within the 
company

 Scan market to 
identify interesting 
ventures to acquire 
or partner with

 Prioritize according to 
feasibility, strategic 
fit and financial 
potential 

CORPORATE VENTURING
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Contact

DR PETER RUSSO

Partner | Head of Innovation

goetzpartners Management Consultants GmbH

Prinzregentenstr. 56

80538 Munich, Germany

Phone: + 49-89-290725-126

Mobile: + 49-170-9141141

peter.russo@goetzpartners.com

www.goetzpartners.com
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goetzpartners offices

Source: goetzpartners

www.goetzpartners.com

MUNICH

Prinzregentenstr. 56

80538 Munich, Germany

LONDON

goetzpartners securities Limited

The Stanley Building

7 Pancras Square

London N1C 4AG, UK

MOSCOW

Gagarinskiy per. 25

119034 Moscow, Russia

ZURICH

Kantonsstr. 1

8807 Freienbach/Zurich, Switzerland

MADRID

Calle Marqués de Urquijo n 30°, piso 1°
28008 Madrid, Spain

BEIJING

Unit 1601, No. 237 Chaoyang North Road

Chaoyang District

100020 Peking, P.R. China

FRANKFURT

TaunusTurm, Taunustor 1

60310 Frankfurt am Main, Germany

MILAN

Piazza Fontana, 6

20122 Milan, Italy

PRAGUE

Melantrichova 17

11000 Prague 1, Czech Republic

SHANGHAI

Unit 2104-05, 1045 Middle Huai Hai Road

200031 Shanghai, P.R. China

PARIS

19, Avenue George V

75008 Paris, France

NEW YORK

7 World Trade Center, 46th Floor

250 Greenwich Street, Suite 4620

New York, NY 10007, USA

DÜSSELDORF

Königsallee 60 B

40212 Düsseldorf, Germany

DUBAI

Central Park Towers OT 37

Floor 37, DIFC, Dubai, 

United Arab Emirates
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by goetzpartners Management Consultants GmbH, Munich (hereafter referred to as "goetzpartners") 

exclusively for the benefit and internal use of the recipient and does not carry any right of publication or disclosure to any other party. This 

presentation is not and must not be considered as a prospectus. Neither this presentation nor any of its content may be used for any other 

purpose without the prior written consent of goetzpartners.

The information in this presentation reflects prevailing conditions, to the best of our knowledge, as of this date, all of which are accordingly 

subject to change. In preparing this presentation, goetzpartners has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy 

and completeness of all information from public sources or which was otherwise reviewed by us. No representation or warranty (express or 

implied) is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this publication, and, to the extent permitted by law, 

goetzpartners, its members, directors, employees, representatives, and agents do not accept or assume any liability, responsibility or duty 

of care for any consequences of you or anyone else acting, or refraining to act, in reliance on the information contained in this presentation 

or for any decision based on it. No statement contained in the presentation or other information provided shall be construed as a statement 

within the meaning of Section 434 German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch), in particular not as a sales promotion initiative Sec. 434, para.1 

s. 3 German Civil Code and/or no representation, warranty or promise in accordance with other applicable laws.

© 2018 goetzpartners. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted in any

form or by any means electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior written permission of goetzpartners.


